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PAXA BENCH
Blenda Design

This low, lateral bench is understated in style, but strong in appeal. Like the other designs in the 

Paxa furniture suite, the bench’s simple design reveals the beauty of the materials used to 

construct it. Streamlined lengths of pine form the seat and backrest, resting in the smooth 

concrete panels supporting the bench on either side. The bench is perfectly suited to 

contemporary settings, both indoor and outside.

Overall length: 180 cm 

Overall height: 45 cm 

Overall width: 50 cm

Weight: 150 kg

END FRAME

Length: 16 cm

Width: 50 cm

Height: 45 cm

Weight: 58 kg

T-FRAME

Length: 24 cm

Width: 50 cm

Height: 45 cm

Weight: 72 kg

SEAT

Length:148 cm

Height: 11.5 cm

Width: 50 cm

Weight: 34 kg

U20-60 Paxa 1 bänk. Komplett, stativ i gråbetong.

U20-61 Paxa 1 ändstativ i gråbetong.

U20-62 Paxa 1 mittstativ, gråbetong.
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U20-63 Paxa 1 bänksits. 

U20-64 Paxa 2 bänk. Komplett, stativ i gråbetong.

U20-68 Paxa 3 bänk. Komplett, stativ i gråbetong.

U20-65 Paxa 2 & 3 ändstativ, gråbetong.

U20-66 Paxa 2 & 3 mittstativ, gråbetong.

U20-67 Paxa 2 bänksits. 

U20-69 Paxa 3 bänksits. 

U20-60R Paxa ryggstöd

U20-64R Paxa 2 och 3 ryggstöd

U20-60ARM Paxa armstöd

U20-64ARM Paxa armstöd (i kombination med 

ryggstöd).

U20-61-NO1 Mittstativ med planteringskärl.

U20-61-NO2 Ändstativ med planteringskärl.

U20-61-NO3 Mittstativ i vinkel. 22,5°.

Delivered in parts for assembly on site. The seat 

attaches to the frame by the bolts included. 

Available in oiled oak, oiled mahogany or alkyd 

enamel oil on pine, in standard colours. 

The bench can be matched with other pieces in the 

Paxa furniture suite. Steel-frame versions can be 

ordered, the product names are 'Paxa Steel 1' and 

'Paxa Steel 2'. 

The side supports are made in cast concrete and the 

seat frame is made in galvanized steel. The frames 

for the Paxa Steel 1 U20-75 and Paxa Steel 2 U20-

76 are made in hot-dip galvanised steel. 

A = Concrete supports in anthracite grey

E = Oak 

T = Teak 

MH = Mahogany 

G = Pine painted in standard colour grey

The concrete side panels are equipped with 

downward-facing casings for ground-mounting. They 

enable the bench to stand evenly. 

Oiled wood should be maintained regularly, at least 

twice a year. Both oak and mahogany will turn grey 

over time. Painted pine can be repainted with alkyd 

oil enamel as needed. 

Streamlined lengths of pine and smooth concrete 

form this bench, which reveals the beauty of the 

materials used to construct it.



For 40 years, Nola Industrier has developed and honed ideas, products and visions for urban spaces. 
We collaborates with Sweden’s leading designers and architects from concept to manufacture, with 
sustainable production taking place exclusively in Sweden. Nola stands for quality, aesthetic and 
sustainable design over time. We make urban environments a little bit more beautiful, and a whole lot 
easier to live in.
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